
This week’s lesson is on FEELINGS and is a simple Bingo game to play with your student. 

Attached you will find 4 Bingo cards. This time they are conveniently located on one pdf for you 

to open and print out.  

 Print as many of the boards as you will need to play with your family. There are 4 

versions. 

 Print one extra to have your student cut up to use as the calling cards. 

 Choose a caller, or take turns and randomly pick one of the cards. 

 The caller will announce what is on the card to the players and all players will place a 

coin or some other token like item on their board to mark the match. 

 Each card will fall into one of the zone/feeling categories which are marked on the Bingo 

board. You may use this as an opportunity to discuss how your student would feel if the 

event on the card were to happen. The cards include actions from, "eating your favorite 

food," to, "someone takes your stuffed animal." You may then help your student to 

understand which zone that emotion fits into. 

 First person with 4 in a row Yells Bingo! And is the winner of the round.  

 

The goal of this activity is to promote a discussion about feelings. Talk about the items and why 

they belong in each zone. How does your student feel about the event on the card? Can he or she 

decide which zone that feeling belongs in? How should your student react when he or she feels 

this way? As always, get creative and have fun! 

 

If you are unable to print, simply use the online Bingo boards to discuss the above items. 

 

Here is a nice feelings song that many of the students have listened to before during group! 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UsISd1AMNYU 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UsISd1AMNYU

